Mission
Each day should be devoted to miracles.

T 1 I 15:1

~ ~ ~ ~
As you share my inability to tolerate lack of love in
yourself and others, you must join the Great Crusade to
correct it. The slogan for the Crusade is “Listen, learn and
do”: Listen to my voice, learn to undo error, and do
something to correct it.##The power to work miracles
belongs to you. I will provide the opportunities to do them,
but you must be ready and willing since you are already
able.
T 1 I 31:4 - 32:2
~ ~ ~ ~
Child of God, you were created to create the good, the
beautiful and the holy. Do not forget this. T 1 II 105:1 - 2
~ ~ ~ ~
There is no strain in doing God's Will as soon as you
recognize that it is also your own.
T 2 IV 79:7
~ ~ ~ ~
Your mission is very simple. You have been chosen to
live so as to demonstrate that you are not an ego.
T 4 VII 89:2:3
[ I am not living like an ego when...
I treat a stranger like a family member - all
connected
I choose forgiveness over anger, judgement,
attack
Another’s well being is as important as mine
My measure of life is other than worldly things
My body is a tool to use in life, not life’s
centerpiece.]
~ ~ ~ ~
You are the light of the world with me. Rest does not
come from sleeping but from waking. The Holy Spirit is
the Call to awaken and be glad. The world is very tired,
because it is the idea of weariness. Our task is the joyous
one of waking it to the Call for God.
T 5 IV 28:3 - 7

Mission
The Holy Spirit teaches you to use what the ego has
made, to teach the opposite of what the ego has learned.
T 7 IV 22:3
~ ~ ~ ~
Ours is simply the journey back to God Who is our
home... On this journey you have chosen me as your
companion instead of the ego. Do not try to hold on to
both, or you will try to go in different directions and will
lose the way.
T 8 V 40:1...5 - 6
~ ~ ~ ~
If you use the body for attack, it is harmful to you. If you
use it only to reach the minds of those who believe they
are bodies, and teach them through the body that this is
not so, you will understand the power of the mind that is
in you.
T 8 VII 55:1 - 2
~ ~ ~ ~
The task of the miracle worker thus becomes to deny the
denial of truth. The sick must heal themselves, for the
truth is in them. Yet having obscured it, the light in another
mind must shine into theirs because that light is theirs.
T 11 III 14:5 - 7
~ ~ ~ ~
Our mission is to escape from crucif ixion, not from
redemption.
T 11 III 20:4
~ ~ ~ ~
Your only calling here is to devote yourself with active
willingness to the denial of guilt in all its forms. T 14 II 7:4
~ ~ ~ ~
You are not asked to do mighty tasks yourself. You are
merely asked to do the little He suggests you do, trusting
Him only to the small extent of believing that, if He asks it,
you can do it.
T 14 IV 29:6 - 7
~ ~ ~ ~

Mission
For you will realize that the only value the body has is to
enable you to bring your brothers to the bridge with you,
and to be released together there.
T 16 VII 63:5
[ We stand where the bridge begins. It is a safe
bridge and we believe it leads to a wonderful
place. But we are hesitant. Our world is a
familiar place even though we can easily see it is
an undesirable place. We stand in the Ego’s
world, a world of mine and yours, striving to have
more than others and measuring our status in life
that way.
It is a world of specialness, of
bargaining for love without the realization that
love is not in limited supply and is not something
we need to barter for with our good deeds.
This world would be a good place to leave but
we are so entrenched in this life that it is difficult
to imagine a wonderfully different life. So we
hesitate there with our brothers who have come to
the bridge with us. Gods messengers mingle with
us and they start across the bridge. It is up to us
to follow them. When we do, we become the
leaders to our lingering brothers.]
~ ~ ~ ~
Your part is only to offer Him a little willingness to let Him
remove all fear and hatred and to be forgiven.
T 18 VI 42:3
~ ~ ~ ~
It is the function of God's ministers to help their brothers
choose as they have done. ... For you will not see the
light, until you offer it to all your brothers. As they take it
from your hands, so will you recognize it as your own.
W 153 11:1...6
~ ~ ~ ~
The peace of God is everything I want. The peace of God
is my one goal; the aim of all my living here, the end I
seek, my purpose and my function and my life while I
abide where I am not at home.
W 205 185:1 - 2
~ ~ ~ ~

Mission
Your peace surrounds me, Father. Where I go, Your
peace goes there with me. It sheds its light on everyone I
meet. I bring it to the desolate and lonely and afraid. I give
Your peace to those who suffer pain or grieve for loss or
think they are bereft of hope and happiness. Send them
to me, my Father.
W 245 1:1 - 6
~ ~ ~ ~
I am a messenger of God, directed by His Voice,
sustained by Him in love, and held forever quiet and at
peace within His loving arms.
W 267 1:6
~ ~ ~ ~
This is a manual for the teachers of God. They are not
perfect, or they would not be here. Yet it is their mission to
become perfect here, and so they teach perfection over
and over, in many, many ways, until they have learned it.
And then they are seen no more, although their thoughts
remain a source of strength and truth forever. M in 5:4 - 7
~ ~ ~ ~
It is given to the teachers of God to bring the glad tidings
of complete forgiveness to the world.
M 4 25:8
~ ~ ~ ~
Sometimes a teacher of God may have a brief experience
of direct union with God. In this world, it is almost
impossible that this endure. It can, perhaps, be won after
much devotion and dedication, and then be maintained
for much of the time on earth. But this is so rare that it
cannot be considered a realistic goal. If it happens, so be
it. If it does not happen, so be it as well.
M 26 3:1 - 5
~ ~ ~ ~

Mission
And now in all your doings be you blessed.
God turns to you for help to save the world.
Teacher of God, His thanks He offers you,
And all the world stands silent in the grace
You bring from Him. You are the Son He loves,
And it is given you to be the means
Through which His Voice is heard around the world,
To close all things of time; to end the sight
Of all things visible; and to undo
All things that change. Through you is ushered in
A world unseen, unheard, yet truly there.
Holy are you, and in your light the world
Reflects your holiness, for you are not
Alone and friendless. I give thanks for you,
And join your efforts on behalf of God,
Knowing they are on my behalf as well,
And for all those who walk to God with me.
FINIS

M 29 8:1 - 8
~ ~ ~ ~

[ To know God more, then to share and spread
that knowledge.
Inner -Prayer,Meditation,Listening these acquaint us with God’s will
Outer - Doing the promptings, serving God]
~ ~ ~ ~

